sampling frame, careful screening of respondents to ensure that they are within the universe being sampled, extensive follow-up to ensure a high response rate, and so forth.
For both the NLS and CLMS, comparison groups must be constructed. The basic goal in selecting a comparison group is to find a sample of individuals who closely resemble the participants in employment and training programs. Lacking an experimental design, in which individua are randomly assigned to participant and control groups, a comparison group strategy is a next-best approach.  (The Problems inherent in thi strategy are discussed below.)
There are, nonetheless, important limitations to these data bases. First, they are not targeted on specific programs, and so the estimate of aggregate program effects may lump together the effects of effectiv and ineffective programs. Second, the data bases (particularly CLMS) limit the extent to which one can take account of the effects of local labor market conditions. And third, the data were not derived from experiments in which subjects were randomly assigned to take part in a program; consequently, the estimates of program effectiveness require strong assumptions about the adequacy of model specification and matching procedures used to construct synthetic control groups. Finally, we should point out that we received the CLMS-based reports i draft form late in the course of our work, and thus our evaluation of them has not been äs intensive äs that of the individual YEDPA reports
Findings From the CLMS
The data from the CLMS have been analyzed by researchers from Westat, Inc. (who concentrated mainly on adult participants in CETA), SRI International, and the Urban Institute.  For youth participants ir CETA programs, Westat (1984) reported that youth work-experience programs have statistically insignificant effects on employment and earnings for all cohorts and all postprogram years and did not report other specific youth-related findings.  The Urban Institute (Bassi et al., 1984:47), however, characterizes Westat's results from earlier reports äs follows:
In looking at youth, Westat (1982) has found that for those youngsters 14 to 15 years old, CETA has had little overall impact. For other young workers net gains are found, being highest once again for OJT [on-the-job training], followed by PSE [public service employment] and classroom training, and being negligible for work experience.  The results found for young workers also tend to persist in the second postprogram year. Westat (1981) also produced a technical paper focusing on youth in CETA in which net gains were broken down by sex. As with adults, net gains were greatest for young females, being negligible or insignificant for males. After classifying youth according to their attachment to the labor force, net earnings gains were found to be greatest among structurally unemployed or discouraged workers.

